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3.1. 

3.2. 
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1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 

1.1. The purpose of this report is to seek authority to recruit two clerical officers on a 
temporary basis to assist in the implementation of the Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005. 

2. BACKGROUND 

2.1. At the meeting of this Committee held on 30 August 2007 consideration was given to 
a report noting progress on implementation of the Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005. 

In particular it was noted that applications for the new premises and personal licences 
will start to be received in February 2008. 

2.2. 

3. REPORT 

In recent weeks a number of regulations have been issued by the Scottish 
Government firming up the detail of the application process and the administration to 
be undertaken by Licensing Boards in processing and considering applications and 
issuing licence approvals. 

As an initial step, licensing administration will require to interrogate the database 
maintained by the Valuation Board to ascertain the rateable value of each premises 
which is to be the subject of an application to determine the appropriate application 
fee. 

Applications will be in standard form and will narrate name, address and postcode of 
premises, particulars of the applicant, detail of any previous applications under the 
2005 Act, previous convictions, and a description of the premises. The application will 
be accompanied by an operating plan which will detail core times when alcohol will 
be sold for consumption and whether that consumption is on premises or off 
premises or both, the other activities and services that will be provided on the 
premises, whether entry is to be sought for children and young persons, and the 
capacity sought for the premises. The application will also be accompanied by a 
layout plan showing the extent and boundary of the premises together with details of 
matters such as access points, escape routes, location of fire safety equipment, 
location of toilets and any display areas. All documents will require to be carefully 
scrutinised against existing licence approvals, particularly in relation to proposed 
activities and operating hours, prior to public notification and consultation. 

Each application will require to be acknowledged with appropriate information as to 
further process including an obligation on the applicant to post a site notice on the 
premises and procedure to be followed in the event of an objection to an application. 
Applications will be advertised in a newspaper or on a Licensing Board website. The 
application will be copied to the Chief Constable and Firemaster and to Planning, 
Building Control and Protective Services. A new requirement is that the Board 
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3.5. 

3.6. 

3.7. 

3.8. 

undertakes neighbour notification to any premises within four metres of the boundary 
of the application premises. 

At the conclusion of the consultation/public notification process, the Board will require 
to determine any objections and representations at a formal hearing. 

As previously advised it is an anticipation that applications to “convert” existing 
licences to the new premises licences will be received from all premises currently 
licensed, together with members clubs, who have not previously fallen under the 
jurisdiction of the Board, and this will amount to around 800 premises in total. 

The administration of the new Act will inevitably place a substantial burden on the 
Licensing Section within Legal Services. Upgraded IT software is being acquired and 
access is being agreed to both the valuation office record (for fee determination 
purposes) and the property information database (for neighbour notification 
purposes). Nevertheless it is anticipated that existing staff levels will not be sufficient 
to process applications, deal with inevitable enquiries from applicants and potential 
objectors, while maintaining throughput of other licensing business administered by 
the section e.g. taxi and private hire, street traders, late hours catering premises and 
public charitable collections. 

In order to address these workload issues it is accordingly proposed to recruit two 
additional clerical officers, on grade NLC04, on a temporary basis to 31 October 
2009, to assist in the administration of applications through the transition phase (the 
Act becomes fully operational on 1 September 2009). The cost associated with the 
proposal can be met from anticipated fee income to be generated by the new 
“conversion” applications, which as previously noted commence on 1 February 2008 
and will continue through to January 2009, taken together with income which will be 
generated from the new personal licence applications. 

4. RECOMMENDATION 

4.1. The Committee is asked to agree to the establishment of two clerical officer posts at 
grade NLC04 on a temporary contract basis until 31 October 2009. 

4.2. The Committee is asked to remit the report to the Policy and Resources (Human 
Resources) Committee for its interest. 
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